
SODA’S + SYRUPS 
 YUZU by KIMINO japanese sparkling citrus and mandarin soda 25cl | 5
 MAMA ORIENTAL vegan rose lemonade 25cl | 5
 HERBAL MOSCOW vegan ginger beer 25cl | 5
 GINGER MAMA vegan organic ginger ale 33cl | 5
 LEMONAID+ organic sparkling juices LIME or BLOOD ORANGE or MARACUJA 33cl | 4,4
 APPLE JUICE by APPELAERE 100% pure apple juice, no added sugars and carbon free | 3,8
 KOLA or KOLA ZERO organic by FRITZ | 20cl small | 3,5 | 33cl large | 4,5 
 ICE TEA lemon & lemongrass by WALDEN organic and carbon free 25cl | 4
  RIVELLA ORIGINAL natural soft drink 5kcal 20cl | 3,8
 TONIC by FEVER TREE 20cl | 3,8 
 SYRUP by ROZE BUNKER fair made BLOESEM POWER with lime or GEKKE BESSEN or WILD ICE TEA or
  BITTERBLOED with orange | SARU SODA ENERGY with ginseng, guarana + mate | 
  mixed with still or sparkling water | 3,5 
 LE:EN WATER COOLED & PURIFIED 0,75L still 2 | sparkling | 4
 ICECOFFEE homemade by LE:EN | 5

BEER DRAFT >>> you can always ask us what else we have 
 DRAGONFLY our own LE:EN beer, yuzu infused blond 5,5% | 5 
 ASAHI SUPER DRY by GROLSCH japanese rice lager 5% | 25cl small | 3,8 | 50cl large | 7
 JAPANESE HEADBUTT with ASAHI & RYUKYU MIZU japan's oldest awamori spirit | 8
 PREMIUM PILSENER by GROLSCH 5% | 25cl small | 3,8 | 50cl large | 7 
 PUUR WEIZEN by GROLSCH 5,1% | 25cl small | 4,5 | 50cl large | 8

ASIAN BEER BOTTLED OR CANNED  >>> you can always ask us what else we have
 DRAGONFLY CAN 33cl our own LE:EN beer, yuzu infused blond 5,5% | 5  >>> nice as a gift
 KAISHAKU by KEREL strong IPA with japanese sake yeast 15% | 6,5
 CHANG original from Thailand | 5,5 | SINGHA original from Thailand | 5,5
 TSINGTAO original from China | 5,5 | KIRIN ICHIBAN original from Japan | 5,5
 SAPPORO original from Japan | 5,5 | COBRA original from India | 5,5

OTHER BEER BOTTLED OR CANNED 
 SEAWISE by DUTCH BARGAIN sea fennel and verbena WHITE ALE 4,3% can 33cl | 5,5 
 MO-PHI by BIG BELLY foggy lemongrass session IPA 4,5% can 33cl | 5,5
 GEMBER GOUD by GEBROUWEN DOOR VROUWEN ginger PALE ALE 4,6% bottle 33cl | 6 
 PACIFIC HAZE by DUTCH BARGAIN tropical fruit NEW ENGLAND IPA 5,7% can 33cl | 5,5 
 LOU LOU by BIG BELLY peachy honey BLONDE 5,8% can 33cl | 5,5
 HARRIE by KAAPSE BROUWERS szechuan pepper spiced SAISON 6,1% can 33cl | 5,5 gluten free 
 ZUIDWESTER by DUTCH BARGAIN fruity TRIPEL with amarillo hop + curacao 8,5% can 33cl | 5,5
 GLITTER IPA INDIA PALE ALE by DUTCH BARGAIN hop mosaic , cryo pop and GLITTER 6% bottle 75cl | 27,5

LOW ALCOHOLIC / NON-ALCOHOLIC BEER 
 DESIGNATED DRYVER by DUTCH BARGAIN hoppy zealander BLONDE 0,3% can 33cl | 5,5
 IPA BY LOWLANDER dutch peel with mango, cardamom and orange flavour < 0,3% bottle 33cl | 5,5
 ORGANIC BLONDE ALE by LOWLANDER dutch lemon peel with blossom honey 0,3% bottle 33cl | 5,5 gluten free
 GROLSCH 0.0% by GROLSCH bottle 30cl | 3 

WINES WHITE + CAVA + ROSÉ 
 PINOT GRIGIO DOMINI DEL LEONE crispy, vegan, biological, our own import from Italy | 6 | 29
 WEISSBURGUNDER RUDI RÜTTGER juicy with depth, grapes of over 40 years old vines, 
  Germany | 6,5 | 31,5
 CHARDONNAY-VIOGNIER ILLUMI WOODED organic, floral and delicate, France | 6,5 | 31,5
 RIOJA ALTO BLANCO TARON vegan, stone fruit, floral notes and buttery texture, Spain | 5 | 23
 RIOJA ALTO ROSADO TARON vegan rosé, soft and full, fresh and ripe fruit with a hint of floral,
  Spain | 5 | 23 
 CAVA ROSÉ ALVARONI ECOLÓGICO BRUT very intense with great aromatic complexity, violets, 
  roses and ripe red fruit, Spain | 6 | 29
 CAVA ALVARONI ECOLÓGICO BRUT aromas of white fruits and citrus, Spain | 6 | 29
 MAGNUM PIGNOLETTO GOLD sparkling, fresh and aromatic, Italy 150cl | 69

LE:EN DRINKS

NEEL ACHTER LE:EN = grote ruimte te huur voor o.a. vergaderingen, workshops, borrels, etentjes.  
THE DRAIN = nog meer multifunctionele ruimtes!  
Check onze fb, insta of LEEN-restaurant.nl/verhuur of informeer bij één van ons.



WINES RED + ROSE + ASIAN 
 CHOYA UME WINE wine made from ume (family of the plum), sweet and sour, almond, Japan | 6 | 29
 BLAUFRÄNKISCH RUDI RUTTGER balanced, aged wood 12 month, own import from Germany | 6,5 | 31,5 
 CABERNET SYRAH JOYA CASTELÃO creamy blend, spicy with hint of aged wood, Portugal | 5,5 | 26

COCKTAILS 
 MISO WHISKY SOUR toki japanese whisky with lime, eggplant and miso; sour, salty and fresh | 12 
 HOSHIKO nikka japanesa vodka, hosiko ume liqueur maraschino and lemon | 14
 MAI TAI MA arak, white rum, orgeat, cointreau, lime and mint | 12
 SPICED 5, port, tonic and 5 spices | 8,5
 LE:AFFOGATO espresso with black sesame ice cream and liqueur china china | 9
 COCO-COFFEE chili infused coconut vodka, ristretto liqueur and espresso | 11,5
 SAVOIA ICHIGO clean, crisp and dry with strawberry sake and cucumber | 9 
 MALAYSIAN MULE cinnamon spiced mule with grapefruit and ginger | 10 
 KAGU-TSUCHI with smoky nuestra soledad matatlan mezcal, grapefruit soda and lime juice | 9
 YUZU MIMOSA with sparkling cava and yuzushu sake | 8
 KIR ROYAL creme de cassis with champagne | 9
 ROKU GIN & fever tree indian tonic and fresh cucumber | 9,5
 OPIHR GIN & fever tree clementine tonic, cinnamon and blood orange | 9,5 

VIRGIN COCKTAILS 
 NONO NEGRONI with nona spritz, everleaf mountain and orange zest | 8 
 OTOKO with spice 94, raspberry, siamese ginger, star anise | 8 
 JAN INHAN with cranberry, rosehip, basil, lemon and ginger beer | 8

SAKE
 YUZUSHU COLD refreshing taste of sweet & sour yuzu-juice and one year old junmai-sake 80ml | 7,5
 SUPPAI UMESHU cold, full-bodied pure sour plum sake, matured for one year 80ml | 7,5
 KIZAN cold, outspokenly fruity, sweet like pear and apple-pie yet also full & dry 80ml | 7,5
 HAKUGYOKUKO cold, robust sake with a deep layered complex taste 80ml | 9
 MAHOTO cold or warm, organic rice sake 120ml | 12
 SURPRISE TASTING of 3 glasses 30ml SAKE | 11

WHISKEY  >>> you can always ask us what else we have
 AMRUT INDIAN SINGLE MALT indian, rich and complex, smokey, fruity and spiced 46% 40ml | 10
 KAVALAN SINGLE MALT taiwanese, rich, complex, hints of vanilla, tropical fruit, oak and floral 40% 40ml | 12
 NIKKA YOUICHI SINGLE MALT japanese, fine whiskey, a bit sweet, honey, peach and peat 45% 40ml | 14
 NIKKA FROM THE BARREL BLENDED japanese, a mix of malt and grain, fruity and spicey 51,4% 40ml | 11
 NIKKA DAYS BLENDED japanese, mild, creamy, floral and fruity 40% 40ml | 8,5 
 TOKI SUNTORY BLENDED japanese, silky with a subtly sweet and spicey finish 43% 40ml | 9
 YAMAZAKURA BLENDED japanese, with hints of cherry, oak, salted caramel and plum 40% 40ml | 10

ASIAN STRONG 
 RYUKYU 1429 KAZE japanese oldest umami black koji rice spirit, earthy ash and white pepper, 
  matured over 3Y, 43% | 7,5
 NIKKA COFFEY GIN premium japanese sweet and sour gin with floral hints, coco, nuts, abricot
  and black pepper, 47% | 7,5 
 NIKKA COFFEY VODKA premium japanese vodka with hints of herbs, nuts, licorice, raspberry,
  coco and coriander, 40% | 7

LIQUEUR ASIAN
 HOSHIKO japanese spiced plum liqueur with vodka, clove and cinnamon 20% 40ml | 9
 BANDOENG indonesian liqueur from creamy vanilla with asian herbs and pandan leaf 23% 40ml | 6
 KWAI FEH chinese lychee liqueur with soft sweet and fruity 20% 40ml | 6
 CHINA CHINA chinese sweet and bitter liqueur with a variety of herbs and spices 40% 40ml | 6
 SAYAH liqueur made from indonesian layered cake 14,9% 40ml | 6

COFFEE THE VILLAGE + TEA  >>> you can choose BIO+ cow milk and Oatly Oat milk
 ICECOFFEE homemade by LE:EN | 5
 COFFEE | 2,8 | DOUBLE COFFEE | 4 | ESPRESSO | 2,8 | DOPPIO | 4 | CAPPUCCINO | 3,5 | FLAT WHITE | 3,8 | 
 CAFE LATTE | 3,8 | CHAI LATTE | 3,8 | ORGANIC BAG of OR TEA | 3 | fresh MINT TEA | 3,5 | 
 fresh GINGER TEA | 3,5 | JASMINE TEA small pot 3,5 | large 6,5 

LE:EN DRINKS


